ChipWeb v2.17 software notes – compiler compatibility, bugs
and issues
Hi-Tech compiler compatibility
ChipWeb v2.17 was originally released for use with the CCS compiler, but may also
be used with Hi-Tech PICC18 v8.20 PL2. The following notes apply:
Configuration fuse settings. The configuration settings in ht_p18.h line 36 are
insufficient. To simplify device programming, change them to:
__CONFIG(1,
__CONFIG(2,
__CONFIG(3,
__CONFIG(4,

OSCSDIS & HS);
BOREN & BORV20 & PWRTEN & WDTDIS & WDTPS128);
CCP2RC1);
DEBUGDIS & LVPDIS & STVREN);

Default port values. Code produced by the CCS compiler sets the output latch values
to FF hex on power-up, whilst the Hi-Tech compiler produces a value of zero. The
v2.17 software does not initialise register A before use, so the Hi-Tech code asserts all
the PCMCIA select lines shortly after power-up, jamming the data bus.
To fix this problem, insert a call to reset_wlan() in line 354 of p18web.c, so it reads
#if INCLUDE_WLAN
setup_adc_ports(NO_ANALOGS); // Wireless uses analog I/O pins
reset_wlan();
#else

Command line. No special compiler command-line arguments are required; the
following is sufficient to prepare a hex file:
picc18 –18f452 p18web.c

If an alternate device without EEPROM is specified (e.g. 18C452) then the code
won’t compile, since all the EEPROM definitions (such as the ‘WR’ bit) will be
absent.
Linker problems. The standard ‘cromwell’ linker supplied with v8.20 PL2 may crash
with a protection fault, in which case it is necessary to download the patched version
from the Hi-Tech Web site.

Bugs
TCP sequence number. The TCP sequence number generation & checking is
incorrect, which means that the ‘daytime’ service doesn’t work. It is necessary to
make the following changes in p18_tcp.c:
Line 95 was:
Change to:

rack = 0xffff0000L + (DWORD)concount;
rack = ((DWORD)concount << 16) + 0xffff;

1

Line 113 was: if (locport==DAYPORT && (WORD)(rack>>16)==0)
Change to:
if (locport==DAYPORT && (WORD)rack==0)

TRISA value. The default TRISA value of 0xC0 in p18_wlan.c line 37 sets port A
bits 4 and 5 as outputs, but bit 4 is connected to the PCMCIA IREQ line, and bit 5 to
the pushbutton. It is safer to use a value of 0xF0, to avoid any possible I/O conflicts.

Other issues
Using ICD. The Microchip in-circuit debug interfaces (ICD and ICD2) use port B
pins 6 and 7 to communicate with the processor, and these lines are driven by the ICD
even when debugging is disabled. The same lines are used on the ER21 as PCMCIA
address lines A6 and A7, so the PCMCIA interface will fail if an ICD is connected.
If an ICD has been used to program the PICmicro, it must be disconnected before the
software is run, otherwise a ‘wireless card not responding’ error will be seen on the
serial link.
Configuration fuse settings. If you have programmed the PICmicro and it doesn’t
run correctly, it is most likely due to incorrect configuration fuse settings:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Watchdog must be disabled
Low-voltage programming must be disabled
Power-up timer must be enabled
Clock-switching must be disabled
Clock source must be high-speed crystal (HS)
Debug must be disabled

Although not recommended in ‘TCP/IP Lean’ appendix D, it is advisable to enable
the power-up timer, as it gives extra time for a slow LCD to settle after power-up.
There are a wide variety of setting methods and terminology used by device
programmers, and the fuse settings in the hex file aren’t necessarily propagated into
the programmer, so it is wise to check the settings before programming a device.
Using both Wireless and Ethernet interfaces. Whilst the software does allow both
wireless and Ethernet interfaces to be used simultaneously, considerable care is
necessary to avoid confusion over which interface is in use at any one time (see the
notes on ARP caching in the WLAN FAQ www.iosoft.co.uk/wlanfaq.php).
A protocol analyser (such as the excellent free Ethereal package - see
www.ethereal.com) is extremely useful in resolving these networking issues.
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